
 

Democracy and Capitalism  
The twin evils of our age 

“It is rotten and dismal that a world of so many hundred million people should be 
ruled by a single caste that has the power to lead millions to life or to death, 
indeed on a whim...This caste has spun its web over the entire earth; capitalism 
recognizes no national boundaries...Capitalism has learned nothing from recent 
events and wants to learn nothing, because it places its own interests ahead of 
those of the other millions.”  

 

Democracy Revealed 

IF THE VIP PEDOPHILE SCANDAL TELLS US ANYTHING, IT TELLS US THAT THE 
BODY POLITIQUE IS DEPRAVED AND CORRUPT, AND ABOVE ALL, UNFIT FOR 
PURPOSE. 

Democracy has failed but is not dead. Democracy lives on; putrid, gangerenous, 
infested by maggots.  

Democracy has undermined the hopes and aspirations of generations of people, 
of all classes, except, of course, those that it exists to serve.  

To the select few, it bows down, it fawns, it grovels. Igor to an oligarchic 
Frankenstein; subservient, obedient, unquestioning. Its raison d'être  is to serve 

the elite; the 1%, those at the very top of the capitalist  system.  

Democracy and capitalism are both weak, and socially divisive. Democracy is the 
mask of principle that capitalism wears so as to disguise its true nature, the self 
interest of the few. 

Democracy creates a self perpetuating, self serving political elite underpinned 
by, and underpinning, the weakness of parliamentary government. A ‘gravy 
train’ on the line from public school to Westminster via Oxford and Cambridge 
et al. 

 



 

History shows us that parliamentary democracy is incapable of providing the 
decisive leadership; the leadership necessary to solve the many problems facing 
our once great country.  

 

 

The Left Reviled 

Searching for strong government, many look to the Left but the Left offers only 
false hope.  

Socialism enslaves, it is fascism that can set a nation free. 

 

The One True Path 

Fascism is often misunderstood.  

Close your eyes and picture a Fascist state, the chances are that you conjure up 
images of Nazi Germany, the Nuremburg rallies, the Holocaust...  

...THE NAZI WERE NOT  FASCISTS and rarely, if ever, described themselves as 
such. 

Modern Fascism has its roots in Italy, and true, Hitler took much from 
Mussolini’s brand of radical nationalism. Also true, is that Mussolini made a fatal 
error in allying himself with Nazi Germany. That ‘error’ cost him his life and 
ended the dream of a Fascist Europe for three generations.  

We, YOU, can revive that dream. A ‘third way’. A melding of the radicalism of 
the Left, with the strength, discipline and proud nationalism of the Right.  

We promote this synthesis because whilst both Left and Right have their 
strengths,  

the Right lacks a social conscience, and the Left fails to see, and even decries, 
the importance of the national community.  

 



 

Fascism is a movement that combines nationalism and radical social and political 
ideas. A movement that cuts across social and regional divides. A ‘community of 
the people’: a movement both of, and for, all the people.  

 

 

 

Bringing The Dream to Life 

Fascism is a serious political  ideology which has attracted major political 
thinkers. However, those who seek to revive Fascism face a major obstacle ; the 
impenetrable barrier of the Holocaust. 

The irony is, that the Holocaust, if it happened, and there is evidence to show 
that it did not , pales into insignificance when set against the crimes of Stalin, 
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Mao, Pol Pot and the Left.  Even the so called beacon of freedom, the United 
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(CORPORATE) States of America, murders and rapes its way across the globe in 
pursuit of World domination and homogeny, and oil!  Yet it is only Fascism that 
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suffers the stigma; truly history is written by the victors!  

Our task, your task, is to show that Fascism does not necessarily lead to brutal 
dictatorship and genocidal practice, and to show that, because of its nature, and 
underlying faults, Marxism will always lead to Stalinism and the Soviet style 
terror.  

In the context of the UK, we must show the Labour party to be irrelevant to the 
working man, and the Tories to be what they are, kleptocratic puppets of the 
1%, masquerading as the party of the middle class. 

Fascism cuts across  class boundaries. Fascism is ‘Sovereignty of the People’. 
People before politicians, that is our creed.  

Like Mosley before us we must ‘break the rules of the game...’ Remember, 
Mosley was seen by many, as the most talented politician of his age. We are of 
his blood. 

1    http://the-militant-atheist.org/problems-with-the-holocaust.html 
2  http://popten.net/2010/05/top-ten-most-evil-dictators-of-all-time-in-order-of-kill-count/ 
3   http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article1665.htm 
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